Abstract-The paper proposes a numerical TTSsynthesis system in Marathi, Hindi and English languages. The system is in audible forms based on the sounds generated from several numeric units. A hybrid technique is newly launched for a numerical text-to-speech technology. The technique is divided into different phases. These numerical phases include pre-processing, numeric unit detection, numeric and speech unit matching; speech unit concatenation and speech generation. In order to enhance the syntactic generation of audible forms in three languages, two discipline tests were performed. The prosodic test has been obtained for evaluating on the statistical readings. Overall quality issue (OQI) test is a subjective test which is performed by various persons who are aware of three mentioned languages. On the basis of two distinct parameters of OQI test, all scores are positively provided. Initial parameter compromises with listening quality. The second parameter, awareness rate improves a level of the intelligibility. The ultimate satisfactory results of artificial sound generation in three unrelated languages were touched to humankind voice.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electronic synthesis of a natural voice is an intention for phonologists and engineers. Both experts desire to provide enormous helpful applications to manmachine interaction such as Talking Toys for Kids, Speaking Cat App on Mobile for enjoyment to youngsters, Talking Dictionary for improvement their vocabulary, Announcement of Bus-stop as well as Railway-station for warning to Passengers and so on [1] . Nowadays, research is very enthusiastically improving on TTS-Synthesis system. In India, Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis system plays a vital role of information technology for 18-standard languages e.g. Marathi, Hindi and so on. The domain would be extended in order to enhance the synthesized speech. Some of the present technologies for text-to-speech synthesis usually produce a speaking style machine by the voice which is to close human [2, 3] . The machine of speaking style involves two stages: number processing and generation of the speech process. The number processing stage is extracted linguistic units using the rules. On the other hand, the signal generation stage is extracted acoustic units from speech using prosodic analysis. The present paper focuses on a new emergent approach for non-natural text-to-speech synthesizer. The approach is a hybrid technique. It has been borrowed from concatenative and rule-based speech synthesis techniques. The emergent technique is worked on the superasegmental which is one type of the prosody. The content of the prosody can be divided into three parts: length, pitch detection and intensity of the speech signals [4, 5] . The prosodic features are to apply on the numeric style. The form of numeric style is converted into the stream of phonemes using the rules of Indian numbers system [6] . Alternatively, the synthesizer can incorporate a model of the vocal tract. In an efficient model, the characteristics of person's voice are to produce a completely -synthetic/artificial‖ voice output [8] . The speech signals are normalized through the PRAAT tool which is used for speech analysis and developed by Paul Boersma and David Weenink, University of Amsterdam. With the help of natural-sound and intelligibility, the superiority of a text-to-speech synthesizer is considered. Natural-sound is like the accent of the person and intelligibility has caliber to be understood. The agenda of an intelligible text-to-speech is permitted to general public with visual impairments for listening. The task of reading makes it very easier to work on a personal computer [13, 24] .
The major objective of a numeric text-to-speech engine is to execute the conversion of Indian number system into artificial voice form. Various voice forms would syntactically be generated in Marathi, Hindi and English languages.
The paper is summarized as follows; the next section deals with earlier TTS-work. Section-III describes Marathi, Hindi and English languages. Section-IV discusses on two components of NTS-system: NonNatural Language Processing and Digital Signal Processing. Section-V proposes a model for the numerical text-to-speech in three unrelated languages. Section-VI gives the description of experimental work. The result and discussion explain in Section-VII. Finally, the present paper concludes on the efficient model.
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II. EARLIER TTS-WORK
Text-To-Speech (TTS) system is a branch of the speech research field. A number of researchers have been working on the TTS-technology since last few decades. William A. Ainsworth [1] developed the system for conversion English text into spoken form using a small amount of data. The performance of English TTS-system was achieved because most of the longer words in English are uttered on the basis of rules. The results of the system appeared to be encouraging.
Bhuvana Narasimhan et al. [5] have proposed the Hindi TTS-model for schwa-deletion using concatenative technique. There were different issues of schwa pronunciation in Hindi: every schwa following the consonant is not produced within the word; the schwa deletion can be blocked for the presence of a morpheme boundary in multimorphemic words. Pamela Chaudhury et al. [9] dealt with the model for Telugu conversion into spoken form. The results of Telugu TTS-system were good for intelligibility and fair for voice quality. But in 2012, Lakshmi Sahu et al. [17] have presented the corpusdriven TTS-system based on concatenative synthesis method for two Indian languages: Hindi and Telugu. The system has been enriched with a couple of voices (male and female). The samples took from North India for Hindi languages and another from South India for Telugu language.
Soumya Priyadarsini Panda et al. [22] have dealt with the conversion natural language text into a spoken waveform or artificial production of speech for Odia, Bengali and Hindi languages. The model was based on concatenative speech synthesis algorithm. It worked well for most of the characters in the three Indian languages. Saleh M. Abu-Saud [26] has implemented the ILA-Talk system which was used for the multilingual TTS-system. It composed of the analysis phase which was categorized into two major cases: Case 1 was related to a number of training examples in the number words selected from the dictionary. Case 2 was concerned with the length of the number of characters in the training example.
In the previous work [28] , we have developed the TTSwork based on phonetic and voice processing in Marathi and Hindi language. The system was based on unit selection process using synthesis-by-rules for converting Devnagari phonetics into synthesized speech. The model was achieved to understand the phonetics without reading it. In this paper, the numerical TTS-work for Marathi, Hindi and English languages has been extended.
III. BASIC OF MARATHI, HINDI AND ENGLISH
India is the multilingual country in all over the world. Language is a way of communication among people. The communication way can be in the form of written or spoken [1] . The writing style and the spoken form are consistently unable to maintain. A couple of forms are pivotal for Indian students or novices to make a systematic study of the Marathi, Hindi and English sound system. English is spoken over a large part of the world. It is spoken by educated people in India. In various regions of India, persons have shaken off the heavy features. Especially, English language can be spoken in spite of the regional languages [8] . The good speakers or bad speakers of English can be recognized in all over India. The terms ‗good' and ‗bad' refers to the level of tone of approximation to local English and standard Indian English. Also, the additional things are referred to qualities of clear, effective and intelligible speech [10] . Each language has an own pattern of speaking and writing. The writing shape of Hindi and Marathi languages uses Devnagari script. Marathi is a native language of Maharashtra state in India [16] . Hindi is a national language of India. Both languages include vowels, consonants and numbers. A couple of these languages are one of the 23-Indian constitutional languages [17] . In Maharashtra region, Marathi is an official language used in government and private sectors [20] . The paper is focused on Indian number system in three individual languages. In addition to English numerals for the cardinal form, 
IV. NUMERIC-TO-SPEECH SYSTEM
Numeric material emphasizes the efforts of very significant calculation. In addition to express the feelings, the importance of speech is to share the knowledge in the form of message. A numeric-to-speech system (NTS engine) is categorized into two discipline components. Starting component is Non-Natural Language Processing (NNLP) and another component is Digital Signal Processing (DSP) [9] . NNLP is a language i.e. spoken, written by the person for common communication. NNLP is a subfield of linguistic and artificial intelligence. It converts nonstandard text or numeric style value for e.g. numbers, abbreviations currency and so on. Normally, the pronounceable words are called text normalization or preprocessing. The functionality of any TTS synthesis system is the conversion of input text into linguistic representation such as phrases, clauses and sentences [9] . It is usually called as text-to-phoneme or text-to-phonetic conversion. The process of conveying phonetic transcriptions to words is called as Phonetic transcriptions. The prosody information is an inner part of front-end which makes up the symbolic or linguistic representation with the help of phoneme [12] .
B. DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
In the field of speech synthesis, DSP is a major component. DSP algorithms normally necessitate a mixture of mathematical expressions to be performed and constantly on a set of data samples. Speech signals are frequently translated from analog to digital, transformed back to analog type and manipulated digitally. All numeric units come from a prosodic way. Where a prosodic way is liable to find the best sequence of acoustic-parameters, there would be disposed of synthesized the phones or speech units [20] . The speech synthesizer translates the symbolic or linguistic representation into spoken form.
V. PROPOSED MODEL FOR NUMERICAL TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM IN THREE LANGUAGES
A text-to-speech technology is produced mankind syntactic voice form. The grapheme is to write in Roman or Devnagari script for Indian number system with various units. The phoneme performs a key role on the basis of Grapheme [7] . It produces the sound in Marathi, Hindi or English languages. In the process of sound generation, the speech signals are fetched from speech library and analyzed into prosody [12] . As depicted in Fig. 2 , the hybrid technique was combined on the rule-based approach and the concatenation-based approach. In the rule-based approach, numerical patterns are disposed of the numerical rules for text form and the phonological rules for speech form. In the concatenation-based approach, all utterances of sound units have been used for concatenating and generation of sound signals. In order to generate the synthetic speech waveforms, this technique is used. The usage of a synthesis system is typically determining the specific approach [20] .
A. Numeric Text Forms and Speech Selection based on Hybrid Technique
Numeric text form or speech form play a crucial role for NTTS system. NTTS system has two stages: text forms processing and concatenation of all given speech units. In the first stage, these rules were segmented into the units which recognized the units of numeric text. Text forms of numeric have utilized on three isolated languages [21] . Several dissimilar numeric phases for speech synthesizer includes numeric pre-processing; detection of the numeric unit; matching of numeric and speech unit; the concatenation of speech unit; and speech/waveform generation as revealed in Fig. 3 .
For TTS-model, the following equations are assisted for parsing the Indian number system and symbolic notation. 
In order to analyze the numeric units, all equations are proposed in equation no. 1 to 10. The script is a part of Grapheme. Where there are different input forms of numeric, there is a barrier how to identify Devnagari or Roman script. Due to one of three languages is recognized at the stage of numeric processing level. For the system, three languages are used for implementation. Marathi or Hindi languages are based on Devnagari script and English is in Roman script. In event of recognizing, any language has command of writing. Natural and nonnatural parts include in a specific language. The present work focuses on the non-natural region. Non-natural language can be a combination of the digits and the symbols. For the tags, the content of number is from 0 to 9. These numerals can be constructed in various units using the symbols. Several symbols are involved such as comma, single quote, double quote, decimal point or rupee for e.g. Rs. 1,20,000/-.
The step of the numeric analysis is rule-based. The rule-based synthesized speech relies on intelligibility. However, a level of naturalness is not always a goal of the rule-based synthesis system. Unit selection technique produces the synthetic speech as possible to close the natural sound. It is a sub-part of the concatenative synthesizer. Usually, it can be seen the voice characteristics of the person. The system does not need huge speech samples of different speakers. One speaker is sufficient either a female or a male. The extended version of the rule-based and the unit-selection synthesizer is a technique of the hybrid synthesis.
The required speech signals are sampled. The array of sampled data is converted back into the speech signal [8] . A process is to determine the pronunciation of a numeric form based on its spelling which is often called text-tophoneme. Speech synthesis system for hybrid technique consists of two basic approaches. One is the dictionarybased approach and another is the rule-based approach [9] . The dictionary-based approach is the simplest approach for text-to-phoneme conversion which has advantages and disadvantages. The dictionary-based approach is quick, accurate and produces sound better in quality. It requires a large database as the dictionary [10] .
On the other hand, the rule-based approach using the pronunciation of words is determined on the basis of some rules but the complexity grows as the system takes irregular inputs [11] . The last process is a speech generation before the concatenation of pre-recorded natural human speech. The difference between natural variations in speech signals and the nature of the automated techniques are to be naturalness and to be intelligible respectively. Both things rely on text analysis [12] . The next section describes a phase of the text processing in detail. 
a. Numerical Text Pre-Processing
Numerical text pre-processing is an initial step for NTTS system. Typically, text preprocessing is a complex task [1] . It includes several language dependent problems. The natural and non-natural language must be expanded into full words. The non-natural language text is to convert into the words [5] . This process is often called verbalization. Cardinal, ordinal and nominal parts of numerical are available. There would be able to focus on the cardinal form of numerical. Cardinal form is to write the digit into the word which represents the type of numeric units as ‗9' (Nine) in English, ‗ ' in Marathi The given text recognizes the token of numeric units [9] . The text units are used in three unrelated languages. All numeric units should be able to normalize for matching with the content of a numeric library [10] . The positive rules are stress-free to be qualitative for parsing the numeric forms and symbolic notations as well. The numeric forms would be gone through the process for analyzing the string of symbols [11] . The symbols must be in Devnagari form for Marathi and Hindi languages or Roman script for English language. Table-3 shows the distinct groups of Devnagari and Roman forms: Devnagari numbers (IN), English Numbers (EN) and Symbolic notations (SN). The range of numbers is from 0 to 1,00,00,00,00,000 for analyzing Indian number system. The number is utilized for tracing it with the help of three distinct languages [12] .
A number of text samples for appearance may be seen in Table-4 for parsing in various Indian number systems. Isolated symbolic notations are revealed how to parse syntactically for text analysis as per Table-5 . Abbreviations may be expanded into full words or pronounced letter-by-letter [20] . Some contextual problems are shown for example or Rs. can be rupee or rupees for English and rupaye in Marathi and Hindi. The number in figure form is converted into a word or string representing e.g. Rs. 7,985/-(Seven thousand nine hundred eighty-five rupees only) in English [24] .
b. Recognization Speech Units
The input for numerical text processing will be a number. Its output would be corresponding value of the number [15] . The objective is to analyze the number and to find it. All speech signals are to be used from the speech corpus [17] . Later, they are to be concatenated. (unit selection) [22] . Unit selection provides the greatest naturalness, because there is a small amount of digital signal processing (DSP) which is applied to the recorded phones. Few systems used a signal processing during concatenation process to generate the waveform smoothly [14, 23] . The output from unit-selection system is frequently identical a real human voice and become a new idea of the TTS system. Orthographic transcription in all kinds of units is shown in Table- 6. Ordinal is converting a number into the position of something in a list. For example 1 is -first‖ in English, ‗ ' in Hindi and ‗ ' in Marathi. Nominal is a type of number. It is used only as the name or to identify a postal code as '425001' is ‗four two five zero zero one' in English, ‗ ' in Marathi and ' in Hindi. There are many numbers in Marathi which are pronounced differently based on context like the date. A normal programming is a challenge to translate a number into full words like '1985' becomes 'one thousand nine hundred eighty-five' in English. However, many different contexts occur the numbers; when a year or part of an address, ‗1985' should be read as ‗nineteen eighty-five' in English, ' ' in Marathi, ' ' in Hindi; when part of any security number, as ‗one nine eight five' in English, ' ' in Marathi, ' ' in Hindi. A TTS synthesis system can frequently gather how to expand a number based on surrounding numbers, punctuation and abbreviation. Sometimes, the system provides a line of attack to specify the framework if it is ambiguous or unclear. The discussion is based on Table-6 of rupee unit how to speak of a given figure in three unrelated languages. For the instance Rs. 985.92 should be translated into a stream of phones using a graphemeto-phoneme as ‗nine hundred eighty-five and ninety-two coins' in English, ‗ ' in Marathi, ‗ ' in Hindi. The numerical parts of speech can be recognized but it needs speech library [3] [4] [5] [6] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The next section can be seen how to prepare speech library.
B. Preparation Speech Library and Enhanced Prosody

Fig.4. Main phases of Enhanced Prosody and a Speech Library Preparation in Three Languages
Finding correct sound is an uphill task for any speech synthesis system. The correct sound needs the collection of speech samples. This section focuses on how to prepare speech library and enhanced prosody. For preparation of speech storage, the various tools are available. The standardized database of numeric speech units in Marathi, Hindi or English language is unavailable [10, [20] [21] [22] [23] . Thus, the speech corpus in three different languages is required. The miraculous thing is only one speaker needful for speech synthesizer. The attribute of speaker is non-mandatory, so it should be either unprofessional or professional in well-condition. The speaker is aware of three languages. The speech synthesized is able to make a speech unit which has been concatenated all pieces of recorded speech signals. All kinds of speech signals are stored in a speech library [12, 26] . The storage of phones is a huge amount of output range but may be lack clarity. The entire number permits to use for generating the high-quality speech output. In the earlier process of generating a voice, distinct sounds should be gone through the block of prosody [15] . Prosody includes length related to duration, stress related to the intensity or air pressure and pitch related to the frequency of vibration of the vocal cords as shown in Fig.  4 [27, 28] . The features of prosody are not essential for NTTS, because the numerical part of each language is a non-natural language. On the basis of numerical part, the features of prosodic analysis can be extracted. 
a. Length of the Speech Unit
The length of the signal speech unit is an actual duration of the sound signals. It is necessary two individual parameters: the sampled information and sampling frequency of sound signals for calculating the period of speech [20] .
b. Modified Autocorrelation Pitch Detection Techique
Auto-correction technique is a popular method for detecting pitch in the domain of speech processing. In the section, the auto-correlation method has been modified for improving the pitch value of speech signals. The process of modified autocorrelation pitch detection technique is shown in Fig. 5 .
Fig.5. Process of Modified Autocorrelation Pitch Technique
The technique was applied on three dissimilar forms of speech which produces the speech units as time-domain layout. Speech segmentation is divided into frames. A number of frames are called as the window [16] . For speech signals, the mathematical definition is given as follows:
The equation is not required for implementation, because MATLAB tool is provided the function xcorr. The peak value of the frame is traced for recognizing the silence or index part of the speech [20] . The detection of the periodic or aperiodic pitch is based on the range of human speech. The range of sound for male and female or children is varied between 80-200 Hz and 150-350 Hz respectively.
c. Intensity of the Speech Unit
The intensity is a form of energy associated with the vibration of sound matter. Speech unit is a mechanical wave as in time-domain. Sound vibrations create as sound waves which move through mediums such air before reaching human ears. Usually, the intensity of sound signals is measured in decibels (dB) [4] .
The following equations are given for estimating intensity of the speech units:
For speech frame i with N elements, a full form of RMS is root mean square, x is sampled information. [23, 24] . It is an excellent method of visualizing sound structure. The identification of sound intensity is based on the human voice range in decibel. The human voice range for intensity is from 30 dB to 120 dB. The speech library of Indian numbers with the visual figure in Marathi, Hindi and English is used [5] . Those speech samples are acquired through standard PRAAT tool. Its sampling frequency of speech units is 20 KHz (22, 050 Hz). Two extra things of acoustic level are added such as one mono channel and wave file format for analyzed and synthesized [6] . One male or female speaker is enough for this model. Speaker should be aware of Marathi, Hindi and English languages for recording. All recorded speech signals are stored by a male speaker with the unwanted atmosphere [7] . All speech units are classified into three forms: original, noise and quality as shown in Table- 7. The original sound is that speaker records the sound. Noise signals are added the unwanted or undesired or unexpected signals into original speech. The quality of speech is one type of clean sound for feeling pleasant while listening. All forms of speeches are enriched to the speech library [9] [10] [11] [12] .
d. Enriched Speech Library
C. Overall Quality Issue
The certain important factors are composed of awareness (intelligibility) and listening quality (naturalness). Naturalness explains how related the actual sound output such as to close human speech. Intelligibility is the ease with the output to be understood. Both natural & intelligible are ideal speech synthesizer for checking the quality [4] . Speech synthesis systems usually try to exploit the quality of synthesizer. In voice communication, quality usually dictates whether the experience is a good or bad on. A numerical method of expressing voice quality is called OQI (Overall Quality Issue). OQI is expressed in one number from 0 to 5 like a being the worse-quality and 5 the well-quality [19] . There are different criteria for awareness which is one type of understanding such as from much better to much worse for awareness as per Table-8 . OQI is measured subjectively for quality sounds when a panel of listeners is involved [12] . The listener should be aware of Marathi, Hindi and English languages. The person will be able to give the judgmental scores based on OQI values after listening the syntactic generation of sound [13, 14] . For this experiment, various kinds of listeners who are well-known to three languages. They are too much familiar with the languages. There are 7 listeners who can judge and give the own score of OQI test. Seven listeners consist of 5-male and 2-female for each language. All numeric units of Indian number system are 48 with their 7 numeric forms as shown Table- 9. The total opinions are 1008 for numeric units in three individual languages [15, 16, 17] . Listeners has caliber that the model of speech generation is correct while receiving the text. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The numerical speech synthesizer is able to synthesize any number. The synthesized speech signal is sufficiently intelligible. Numbers can produce varying pronunciation depending on the way of various input text data. The speech synthesis systems are very difficult to evaluate because there is no standard of judgment and different speech samples uses from various organizations. Two different tests: Prosodic test and OQI test are conducted in three individual languages. Initially, the prosodic test has been computed of synthesized speech units. It included for duration, pitch detection and intensity of each speech unit for the evaluation of prosodic features. three speech forms is demonstrated. A graphical demonstration is depicted the output in Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. The Fig. 7 (a) , Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (a) are generated in the time-domain waveform. The fundamental frequency has been determined by the modified autocorrelation pitch detection algorithm. The traced pitch of original, quality and noise signals on the basis of autocorrelation is exposed tracking in Figure 7 (b). There is considerable variation of pitch within voiced regions. The pitch detection and intensity of the each speech unit are applied on various spoken numeric units in three individual languages. The intensity of each speech units is depicted the output of intensity tracking as per Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 9 (b) . The prosodic and OQI tests would be discussed with the proposed TTS-system for a local language of Maharashtra, a national language of India and a world language.
VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The intention of the result is to increase a level of intelligibility which would be for listening factor. The result of processing on each frame may be either a single number or a numeric unit. The simple time-domain processing technique should be capable of providing useful representations of such signal features as intensity, pitch. A number of schemes are estimated features of the speech units such as voiced/ unvoiced classification, pitch and intensity from the time-domain representations. Two bizarre tests are classified for the synthesized numeric unit. First is prosodic test which is used for detecting the pitch, intensity and length of each speech unit. Another is Overall Quality Issue (OQI) test which belongs on the human brain.
A. Prosodic test
The 0 to 9 in figure form have been used for calculating. Its categories were divided into 7 distinct units such as the digit, date, pin-code, telephone number, mobile number, measure and rupee in Table-10 and  Table-11 . Two isolated units out of 7-numeric units in three different languages were nominated for testing it. The numeric units of date and rupee had to be computed by modified autocorrelation pitch detection and intensity techniques.
Various speech units were collected from only one male voice and estimated by normal, quality and unclean speech signals. The synthetic voice was reflected to work out through pitch detection technique. The effect of each speech units has been publicized. The computed pitch detection can be revealed in mean and standard deviation (SD).
For instance, the digit (9 in English) is one of numeric units. According to Table- Table- Similarly, for example, the date ( in Hindi) is a type of various numeric units. In Table-11 
B. OQI test
OQI test is examined on synthesized sound on the basis of two dissimilar parameters: awareness and listening quality. For the test, few listeners are arranged. All listeners should be listened to 7 speech units. Seven speech units selected random form in three languages. Later, those candidates have given the rates which depend on the value of OQI. The average of OQI test has been computed. As shown in Table- (between about the same to better) for AR For quality speech form, the average of LQ and AR was 4.25 (goodquality) and 4.25 (better) respectively. The average of all numeric units was between about the same and to close better for awareness and between fair-quality and goodquality for another parameter. The overall performance of the synthesized numeric unit for awareness was 3.6 for the original sound, 3.15 for noise sound and 3.92 for quality sound as per Table-12 . As very few isolated numeric units in Marathi, Hindi and English were received the fewer score in OQI test, a number of numeric units have been achieved the high score. The nature of OQI test belonged on the two parameters. These parameters would be crucial elements of NTTS framework for increasing the level of intelligibility and to close human voice. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
The efficient model of an Indian numerical TTSsystem is proposed using the hybrid technique. The model has examined the performance of converting input numeric unit into synthesized spoken form. A variety of numeric units would be written in Devnagari or Roman script and to generate the waveform form. A text-tospeech (TTS) system has been demonstrated using few patterns of numerical. Prosodic and OQI tests have to be motivated on synthesized numeric units. The prosodic test was found out the duration, pitch and intensity of each numeric speech unit. The pitch has been computed between 105 and 240 Hz for mean and 90-200 Hz for standard deviation by the modified pitch detection algorithm. Likewise, the range of mean and standard deviation for the intensity of all speech units is 8-14 dB and 65-72 dB. The extracted feature was assisted to find out length of signals too. For OQI test, the implemented numeric synthesizer was tested on few listeners who are familiar with Marathi, Hindi and English languages. The OQI test for awareness parameter is between about the same and to close better. Another parameter of OQI is between fair-quality and good-quality for three languages. The application is very cost effective as compared to existing technology but not available in Marathi, Hindi and English languages. The achievement of a present model is understandable and to reach a humankind voice.
